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Things You Need to Learn.
What separates All Star Motivation from other companies?  Sure we are crazy, motivating, and pursue our 
success in what others see as strange.  We absolutely pride ourselves on being unique and as far away form 
what the norm is.  The number one thing that’s different from us than most companies is we want people to 
succeed.  Our company doesn’t grow if we don’t give you the tools you need to be a successful entrepreneur.  
In most companies you spend your life moving up the corporate ladder hoping to make more money as you 
rise.  The truth is you are just making the owner of that company rich.  At All Star Motivation you are the 
owner of your own company so you reap all those rewards if you use the tools we give you.  
We also understand simple truths about life and business that we live by.  Our success comes from a shift in 
mindset first, followed by strategic decisions that will result in desirable outcomes.  If you can adopt some of 
these hard earned life lessons, you will find yourself on the road to every dream coming true.

1.  The best way to spend your money is by reinvesting in your business.  Listen, I get it, you all follow these 
rich people on social media or celebrities and they are always posting platinum watches or Bugatti’s, stacks 
of cash and it’s intoxicating.  To be truly successful you need to reinvest your money that you have earned to 
build your business.  Once you have your business moving in the right direction then it’s time to invest your 
money in the stock market or in property where you have the potential to produce additional wealth. 

Take Warren Buffett as an example of someone who has lived a relatively frugal life for being one of the 
wealthiest people on earth. Buffett re-invests the money he earns into new business ventures, rather than 
spending it on things that will only depreciate in value over time.  Find a way to live frugally so that you can 
invest the money you’ve saved in ventures that can make you money in the long run. A new car will lose value 
the moment you drive it off the lot, but a few shares of Amazon, or a condo in an up and coming neighbor-
hood could earn your serious return on your investment.

2.  Failure isn’t the opposite of success, it’s inaction.  We are all afraid to fail.  It can be demoralizing.  Failure 
implies that you made an attempt.  Attempting is trying and trying is moving forward.  Inaction is the true 
opposite of success.  Your greatest achievements will be the result of having the guts to reach for your goals by 
taking action.  If you fail to act you failed to provide yourself with a learning opportunity or even a chance at 
true success.  Always look at failure as one step further on your journey to your dreams.
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3.  If you love what you do it isn’t work.  All Star Motivation thrives on the love 
of what we do.  Reaching a level of success that we all dreamed of does not come 
easy which is why those who love what they do are more likely to find success 
than those who think their “Job” is a chore.  There is no other business where 
you can come learn how to be successful from the CEO themselves and have 
instant access to him whenever you need.  He spreads his wealth of knowledge 
so you can do exactly what he did so you can have the same results.  The Family 
atmosphere is strong at All Star Motivation and that’s why we love what we do.

4.  If you aren’t setting high standards for yourself who will?  Being the best and 
success go together.  At All Star Motivation our CEO sets such high standards 
for himself that it should hold other business owners to set higher standers for 
themselves.  You have to hold yourself accountable.  Rather than making excuses 
for your mediocre performance, find ways to go above and beyond to reach your 
goals.  The best action you can take is trying to achieve your goals while taking 
other talented people with you.  This will expand your business and set you up to 
promote others with the same high standards you set for yourself.   

If you are reading this and you aspire to be successful, if you have big dreams 
that you just don’t see happening at the moment then join the All Star Motiva-
tion movement.  We can help.  For those of you in training program or already 
on the entrepreneur path by running your own All Star Distribution office the 
path to success starts with you changing your mindset.  See everything as a 
learning opportunity rather than an opportunity to fail.  

Save and invest your money instead of spending it.  Set the highest standards for 
you and those you are in charge of, and focus your energy on doing this business 
that you love.  When you do things will change.  Let me tell you if you will just 
get back to basics and do what you were taught things will change.  It may not 
change tomorrow, or next week but it will change.  Follow the path of our CEO 
Billy Nolan and you will receive the same results.

#3 Steven & Za’Kee                 
           Grand Prairie, TX

 #4 T-Mac Moffitt
       TEMPE, AZ

#5 FERNANDO CERVANTES           
Phoenix, AZ

  SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS

#1 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD, 
ERIN & MISHELLE

 OutLaws--648
Region--1682

#2   Pierre Ledford            
    Dallas, TX

OP OUTLAWS--300

P.U.R.E. Finesse 
OUTLAWS--252

RHINO UP--300

MAXX OUTLAWS--

ENUFF OUTLAWS-



Za’Kee Saleem
   T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX OUTLAWS    3,685 PTS
  FERNANDO CERVANTES  ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,895 PTS      
     

  
 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD   OG OUTLAWS                  59,890 PTS

 SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS   RHINO UP              13,160 PTS

 PIERRE LEDFORD    BOSS OP OUTLAWS   7,140 PTS
 DERRECK CONVERSE   OUTLAWS     4,830 PTS
 MARK FERNANDEZ   OUTLAWS     3,990 PTS
 STEVEN STROTHER   PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS BOSS  3,890 PTS
 ZA’KEE SALEEM    BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  3,745 PTS
 T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS   3,685 PTS
 AARON TOLZMANN   OUTLAWS     3,315 PTS
 MARIA WONG    GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS   3,260 PTS
 BRENDON MITCHELL   OP OUTLAWS     2,880 PTS
 ANGEL VILLANUEVA   RHINO UP     2,200 PTS
 MIKE MORGAN    RHINO UP     2,020 PTS

 FERNANDO CERVANTES   ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,895 PTS
 NICK ARCE     RHINO UP     1,870 PTS
 SHANE WHITE    PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  1,700 PTS
 ERIC SMALLS    OP OUTLAWS    1,640 PTS
 ANTHONY TITTLE   OUTLAWS     1,570 PTS
 ASHTON PERKINS    OP OUTLAWS    1,475 PTS
 LEXUS HURTADO    ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,220 PTS
 
 MYCHAEL WALKER    OUTLAWS          895 PTS
 DANA HARRIS      RHINO UP          740 PTS
 DUSTIN PHILLIPS    RHINO UP          680 PTS
 CARLOS CLARK     OUTLAWS          650 PTS
 CEDRIC TERRY     MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS         450 PTS
 BECKY GARRETT    RHINO UP          400 PTS
 BRANDON HENRY    RHINO UP          300 PTS
 NIGEL PORTER     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 TYLER HENERY     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 TREVOR STEWART    RHINO UP          280 PTS
 LORRAINE MORENO    MAXX OUTLAWS         260 PTS
 ABDIEL NUNEZ    OUTLAWS                                    110 PTS
 
 
  

   



1st of 
month 
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PIERRE LEDFORD  BOSS OP OUTLAWS    120
ANGEL VILLANUEVA  RHINO UP      103
ZA’KEE SALEEM   BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS 102

SHANE WHITE   PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS   83
MARK FERNANDEZ  OUTLAWS      82

MARIA WONG    GUNSLINGER OUTLAW    74
AARON TOLZMAN   OUTLAWS      72
DERRECK CONVERSE  OUTLAWS      70
MYCHAEL WALKER   OUTLAWS      70
NICK ARCE    RHINO UP       70
BRENDON MITCHELL  OP OUTLAWS      70

MIKE MORGAN    RHINO UP       68
ERIC SMALLS    OP OUTLAWS      60

ABDIEL NUNEZ    OUTLAWS       55
T-MAC MOFFITT    BOSS MAXX OUTLAWS    54
ASTHTON PERKINS   OP OUTLAWS      50

MARIAH MASON   OUTLAWS       48
STEVEN STROTHER   BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS   47
ANTHONY TITLE   OUTLAWS       40
LEXUS HURTADO   OUTLAWS       40

This is our new Hall of Fame section!  Can you 
beat these All Stars?  

We got lot’s of room for you so you need to bring 
it!!!

Who will be he next 

AP Perkins Birthday

1st of the month 
meeting!

  
USMC 
Birthday

USMC BIRH

OWNERS IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 
TO GET ME YOUR PEOPLES BIRTH-
DAYS!  I’M I MISSING SOMEONE????

1.   All Star Motivation 
Building Record 2,185 Bottles

Billy, E & Chad 04-10-2010

 1.  Las Vegas, Nevada City Record 
2,309 Bottles Billy, E, Chad, Pierre  

03-16-2016

Billy Nolan,  Mark Fernandez 3 Man 
Road Crew

354 Bottles 3-10-18

ANAIS HERRERA 4 Man Crew 
473 Bottles

BILLY NOLAN 6 Man Crew
630 Bottles

1.  Billy Nolan
Most individual sales one week

231 Bottles

TOP OFFICE & CITY SALES___TOP ROAD CREW LEADER___TOP INDIVIDUAL SALES

2.  ANAIS HERRERA
171 BOTTLES 

SHOULD YOU HAVE SOMEONE 
IN THIS SECTION?  CAN YOU 
BEAT SOMEONE IN THIS SEC-
TION?  ARE YOU WORTHY OF 
THE HOF?  SEND ME THE PROOF 
AND A PICTURE AND WE WILL 
GET THEM IN!!!  HOPE YOU LIKE 
THE NEW SECTION!!  

COME GET SOME!!!!!



701 we getMan oh Man 702!  We getting so close to 1000!  Great job out 
the whole OutLaw camp!  KB you lead a kick azz crew man.  
Kyle, Minah, Brendon and Taesia way to support the cause!  
Ashton on Point as well with another bad azz crew, with Za’Kee, 
Travis, AP, and Ashley, way to hold it down!  So proud of my 
camp and how hard everyone is jamming!  Remember Hard 
work pays off!  90% Grind 10% Rest is the key to the million-
aire safe!  Lets get it!!!!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Kristy

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new peo-
ple.  Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job 
in the office this week.  1000 is on the way!!  Here we come for 
that #1 spot!!--JayFresh & Mishelle

Here we go!  8 weeks till 2016, so we have 8 weeks to climb back 
to the top!  way to riche3s is the same as the road to success and 
that’s up!--2th

Classy Mother F’N Hustlers!  Very proud of all of you!  Mark 
had his best day this week, 21 bottles!  T-Mac 53 in the of-
fice, killing ‘em!  Now we about to go outta town and beast 
out again!  Let’s keep that momentum rolling!!  #Keepit-
Classy!--Anais, T-Mac & Mark

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our 
new people.  Monty and Greg step your games up!  
Mishelle good job in the office this week.  100 is on 
the way!!  here we come to that #1 spot!!--JayFresh 
& Mishelle

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new people!  
Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job in the 
office this week.  100 0 is on the way!!  Here we come #1 spot!!!--
JayFresh & Mishelle

Erin got that new Whip!!!
Great Job Office Manager!!!!

Great time this week celebrating Halloween!  Great costumes and fun had by all!  Now 
time to get down to business.  This is the best time of year for moving weight!  Sales 
should be going up all over the country.  Let’s hustle with passion and get passionate 
about what you want and what you have to do to get it!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Mishelle

Staying consistent for our goal down south, another week of 300 btls ready to break this 
400 btl mark this next week. We got plans in the works and Texas ready for the next 
move. Let’s stay focused and keep our numbers up. This next week let get everyone over 
that 100 btl mark. The TV sizzle is extra hot and we know the brand is going to the top. 
Ought to be in Holly Wood! Coming soon and we going to be ready down south with the 
hustle going mainstream! Lets go! We have a few more milestones to hit and we will be 
shooting up to that 1000 btls a week. If you persist you will win and we are some per-
sistent ass so allstars so you know what’s next! That big W baby let’s get it. Lets put this 
hustle to work.--PIERRE

Great video meeting on Saturday Billy!!! We got a lot out of it, and we shall apply that. 
Let’s build this Billion Dollar Brand! …. Get Excited!!!... 2th & Classy

ANOTHER PRODUCTIVE WEEK….. STEADILY GROWING AT A SMOOTH PACE. 
ADDING EVERY WEEK AND REACHING FOR OUR GREATNESS!!! RECRUIT, 
TRAIN, REPEAT!! GETTING CLOSER TO OUR DREAMS, THE GRIND DOESN’T 
STOP. SHOUT OUT TO THE WHOLE CAMP, KEEP WORKING, IT’S 4th QUAR-
TER, AND WE’RE ALMOST UP. MOTIVATION MOBBIN--ZA’KEE & STEVEN

50 buildings ain’t gonna promote themselves. Back to back recruiting. Lets go! Fernando 
& Ivy

MAXIMUM MOTIVATION is on a mission for this commission, an extension of AllStar 
Motivation so we gonna grind hard and hustle with passion.  We about to get these FNP’s 
in class, kick em on their ass so the checks get cashed.  We booming now so team up or be 
stuck, Dream big and work hard so we can get rich AF!!--T-Mac


